
    

                 

 

 
Eupeodes Hoverfly by S. Rutherford 

This hoverfly was taken by Steve in our garden in April commonly known as “Hockey Sticks” for obvious reasons! 
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Mosses, liverworts, lichens and ferns in the Rivelin Valley 7th April 2019 
By Trish MacDuff ABNA 

 
 

 
The group listening to Mark giving an introduction 

Photo by K. Hinchcliffe 
 

Our group met at Rivelin Dams in the Rivelin Valley just over five miles to the west of Sheffield off the A57 road 
which links Sheffield to the Peak District. The day was overcast when the sun threatened but failed to come out. 
 
Our focus for the day was the many mosses, liverworts, lichens and ferns to be found there. Despite the large 
number of specimens around us immediately we got out our cars, we congratulated ourselves on actually being 
able to get out of the car park relatively quickly! 

 
There are over 24,000 species of bryophytes worldwide. Over a thousand of these can be found in the UK. These 
non-vascular forms evolved over five million years ago. They can be found in several habitats e.g. on the ground, on 
trees and on walls. They do not have true roots but anchor themselves at the base. They tend to grow in damper 
places, subsequently there are more and larger species to be found in places with higher incidences of rainfall e.g. 
western Britain. They can withstand long periods of drought but are quickly rehydrated with rainfall. 
 
We walked from the car park, where there were plenty of examples on the ground and on trees and walls; then 
went up through the wooded area finding many more species on our way, here are some of them: 
 
Mosses 
Lateral Cryphaea moss - Cryphaea heteromalla, which grows on the bark of a tree, often elder. Mostly  
found in moist sheltered spots. 
 
Palm tree moss - Plagiomnium undulatum, named as the individual fronds resemble tiny little palm trees. 

 



      
Palm Tree Moss, Capillary Thread Moss & Wall Screw Moss by K. Hinchcliffe 

 
Capillary thread moss - Bryum capillare, is very common in UK and will grow on trees, logs, fences, as well as roof’s, 
rocks and walls. Favouring acidic soils, dry plants have corkscrew like shoots with leaves spirally twisted around 
the stems. The large drooping capsules ripen in spring and are borne on a reddish seta. 
 
Sphagnum Moss, if you have little knowledge of mosses, chances are you will have heard of this one. It was widely 
used as a lining in hanging baskets to preserve moisture but this is now discouraged as its habitat is now under 
threat. In World War l it was used for its absorbency and anti-septic properties. 
 
Wall screw moss -Tortula muralis, is one of our more common mosses that grows in patches of neat cushions, as its 
name suggests, mostly found on walls – of either stone or brick. Its capsules are characteristically held upright. 
 
Lichens 
Cladonia fimbriata – grey green with long cylindrical stems leading to cup. Found on top of stone  
walling. 
 
The Shaggy Strap Lichen - Ramalina farinacea, is characterised by long narrow branches and clearly defined 
marginal soralia (reproductive structures of lichen). It is often found at low elevations on trees and shrubs. 

 

      
Cladonia & Ramalina Lichens and Thallus Liverwort by K. Hinchcliffe     

 
 
 



Liverworts 
Thallus liverwort  
Overleaf pellia – pellia epiphylla, prefers damp banks of streams and ditches but can be found in other moist 
environments e.g. woodlands and marshes. The thalli are irregularly branched, green often with a red or purple 
tinge. 
 
Ferns 
Common Polypody, is a hardy fern which loves damp shady places in the woodland. It has ladder like foliage with 
pimple like spots on the underside of the leaves which are the spore bearing organs. 

 

     
Common Polypody Fern by K. Hinchcliffe 

 
Harts tongue fern - Asplenium scolopendrium, is one of the easier ferns to identify. The leaves were said to resemble 
the tongue of a deer, - a hart. This can be found in sheltered moist habitats in woods, hedge banks and on walls. On 
the back of the fern, the soralia pattern is reminiscent of a centipede’s leg – scolopendrium is Latin for centipede. 
The soralia, structures containing and producing spores, are arranged in rows perpendicular to the rachis. 

 

    
Harts Tongue Fern by K. Hinchcliffe 

 
Bracken – pteridium, a large coarse fern which favours dry acid soils and spreads by underground rhizomes. It dies 
back completely in winter. 
 
Another interesting day with the BNA led by our very knowledgeable experts Mark and Roy! 
 

 



 
Exploring Jersey 
By David Swales 

 
At the end of March (2019) myself and my wonderful other half Esther were lucky enough to spend a week on the 
lovely island of Jersey. 
 
For an island that is only 9 miles by 5 miles it has a wide range of habitats and a complicated history so there is 
plenty for the naturalist and the historian to see and do. 
 
We spent our initial time getting to know the main town of St. Helier wandering its narrow streets and enjoying a 
coffee in the public spaces while soaking up the (unseasonably) warm spring sun. 
 
The tourist map spoke of a large fortification called Fort Regent which dominates St. Helier’s skyline and said there 
was a history trail to explore, so off we went to discover more about our new home.  
The guide book told us that the site had been strategic for centuries and had been changed many times, though the 
main fortifications were built in the 1800’s. 
 
On arrival we were quite surprised to find that the fort had been converted into a leisure centre in the 1960’s, 
which made for a strange history trail. To be fair they had retained much of the original structure and there were 
plaques to read but it was not what we expected, so after a brief look we went for a beer in the sunshine instead. 
 
Over the next few days we explored the coastal paths taking in the wonderful views, soaking up the sun and 
looking for any interesting natural history along the way. 
 
One thing I really wanted to see if possible was a Common Wall Lizard (Podarcis muralis). These little fellows were 
not found in the miles of their supposed preferred habitat we had just walked through (sunny, rocky heaths and 
cliffs), but in a large plant pot, next to a car park in Bouley Bay - go figure. 
 
These wonderful little lizards are active during the day (diurnal), feeding on insects such as beetles, woodlice, 
earwigs, grasshoppers, butterflies, caterpillars and spiders. These ones had been basking in the morning sun and 
must have been nice and warm as they scarpered seconds after I took the photograph. 
 
After quite a climb up to Portelet Common we were taking a well-earned break on a cliff top when a green flash 
caught Esther’s eye. Adjacent to where we were seated was a thicket of Blackthorn (Prunus spinose), and there in 
amongst the flowers feeding was a Green Hairstreak (Callophrys rubi). 
 

   
                                                Common Wall Lizard (Podarcis muralis)                                                               Green Hairstreak (Callophrys rubi) 

Photos by D. Swales 
 

 



 
 
This very pretty butterfly must have been enjoying its meal as it allowed me to get very close and take many inept 
photographs of it before I managed to snap the picture above. 
 
With our energy restored we wandered on and came upon an information board detailing the wildlife to keep an 
eye out for while walking, when (almost on cue) we heard a bird call. Turning around we found ourselves looking 
at a small bird on a prominent branch amongst the Gorse (Ulex europaeus), singing its little heart out. 
 
Neither Esther nor I know much about bird species but helpfully this little bird (Dartford warbler - Sylvia undata), 
was on the information board. This picture was taken off hand, at maximum zoom, with a compact camera so I am 
amazed it worked at all, but you can still see the distinctive colours. 
 
Unfortunately, this is a declining bird of heathland so conservation efforts have been put in place to improve and 
expand its preferred habit of Gorse along the headlands. 
 

      
                                       Dartford warbler (Sylvia undata) by D. Swales                                              Hotentot Fig (Carpobrotus edulis) by P. Rutherford 

 
One thing you cannot miss while walking along the coast are the large concrete fortifications left behind after 
WW2. I was surprised at the extent and size of them; the effort and materials that must have been used is 
staggering. This also brings us neatly to a botanical find I had never seen before. 
 
The Hottentot Fig (Carpobrotus edulis), was first introduced to the island in the mid-19th Century from South 
Africa as an ornamental garden plant and later it was planted out to try and cover up some of the concrete 
fortifications. Unfortunately, it grew rather too well, rapidly spreading in the poor sandy soil and now it covers 
large areas of cliff and headland, swamping out native plants with its thick mat like growth, reducing biodiversity 
and feeding opportunities for other wildlife. 
 
This plant is spectacular and the brightly coloured cliff tops are understandably admired by visitors, but not by 
conservationists. Teams of conservation volunteers have been clearing large areas of the plant, but how they will 
get to the steep and inaccessible slopes I have no idea; I feel they will have an ongoing battle for many years. 
Thankfully the plant is not deep rooted and large areas of the matting can be pulled up by hand. 
 
Bracken (Pteridium aquilinum) is another plant on the conservationist’s hit list. It has been allowed to grow 
unchecked for many years and now covers large areas of sunny coastal slopes. This is a much tougher plant to deal 
with and the volunteers are carrying out a program of cutting, bruising and Herbicide spraying. 
 
 
 
 



 
Again, this is all part of an ongoing effort to restore the islands landscapes and improve habitats to reduce 
biodiversity loss. 
 
 
On a brighter note we did see quite a lot of Sea Campion (Silene uniflora) growing happily on the cliffs and 
rocky/stony ground by the coastal path edges. This is one of the native plant species that the island conservation 
efforts are trying to encourage back into areas of restored landscape. It seems to grow quite freely and they should 
have little trouble getting it to recolonize cleared areas; all it needs is a chance. 
 

     
Sea Campion (Silene uniflora) and Common Fumitory (Fumaria officinalis) 

Photos by P. Rutherford 

 
I did read a bit of folklore connected with Sea Campion regarding an alternative name: Deadman’s Bells. It was said 
that the plant should not be touched, never picked and never brought into the house. As ever with folklore there 
was a practical reason for this ban; Sea Campion grows on steep cliffs and rocky ledges and the ghoulish name and 
reputation was a good way to stop children picking the flowers in highly dangerous areas. (www.plant-lore.com) 
 
Another plant I spotted in flower as we walked along was Common Fumitory (Fumaria officinalis), which was 
growing on a sheltered field edge back from the cliff tops. The main reason this caught my eye is that this common 
plant is not that common where I live so it was a nice to see. 
 
The only traditional folk use I could find for Fumaria was for cosmetic purposes where a plant infusion was mixed 
with milk and/or water then applied for clearing the complexion of blemishes and cleansing the skin. However, in 
other areas of the country a similar preparation was given to children to rid them of intestinal worms; though 
neither sounds very pleasant given the plants toxicity! 
 
On the other hand, there are reports that the people of Ireland would burn the plant and inhale the smoke as a cure 
for stomach trouble. Given that the scientific and vernacular names are derived from fumus (Latin for smoke), this 
may well be an ancient practice. I think I would give this a miss too. (Medicinal Plants in Folk Tradition by D.E. 
Allen & G. Hatfield) 
 
Our holiday seemed to come to an end far too soon and we took some wonderful memories home with us; we will 
definitely be coming back to explore further and take in the other islands. I must also give great thanks to Esther 
who makes all our trips fun and is very tolerant of my botanical leanings though she does love the walking and 
looking for butterflies. 
 
Happy holidays everyone. 

 

 



Entomology Corner 

Sawfly Observation April 2019 
Di Farrar MBNA 

 
On a warm sunny day in April, I noticed a fly land on one of my plants - Photina ‘Red Robin’ in our garden in 
Hemsworth, West Yorkshire.  Luckily, as it was a warm day, I had my camera to hand and was able to photograph 
the insect, which did not stay around for more than a few seconds. 
 
After studying the photograph, I could see that there was no ‘waistline’ and it was a sturdy looking fly with clubbed 
antennae. At first glance in Paul D Brock’s “A Comprehensive Guide to Insects of Britain & Ireland’ and Michael 
Chinery’s “Insects of Britain & Western Europe” I thought the fly could be Abia sericea but I discounted that, as 
although similar in appearance, the antennae are orange, whereas this fly’s antennae are black. 
 
I decided to refer to the internet and turned to NatureSpot, a site I use regularly for identification purposes and 
found that this was a sawfly in the Cimbicidae family, these being large-bodied with distinctive antennae which are 
clubbed. This insect is a Honeysuckle Sawfly - Zaraea lonicerae also known as Abia lonicerae. The larval foodplants 
are Honeysuckle or Snowberry, we and a neighbour have Honeysuckle in our gardens. 
 
NBN Atlas shows that this sawfly seems to be either uncommon or little recorded in Britain, but as another 
member of the South Yorkshire branch, who lives in Sheffield, has seen this Sawfly in her garden, we think that it is 
likely to be under recorded.  It would be interesting to hear if any other members have seen this sawfly. 
 

   
                                                                                     Honeysuckle Sawfly by D. Farrar                                                                     Distribution map NBN Atlas 

 
 

Puccinia urticata – Nettle Gall 
By David Hughes 

 
Marika and I were enjoying a nature walk looking for flowers in Coombs Dale near Eyam when we came across an 
interesting patch of nettles. At first site they just looked a bit diseased or damaged but on closer inspection we 
could see there was an unusual looking growth on them. I took a quick snap and moved on to search for orchids.  
 
When we got back and blew up the picture it revealed a rather attractive growth, covered in what looked like the 
fruiting bodies of a lichen. It was actually a gall caused by a rust fungus and what we were seeing was indeed the 
fruiting bodies. The gall was called Puccinia urticata – urticata after the latin name of its host, the stinging nettle. I 
generally think of galls as caused by insects so it was good to see such an interesting one caused by a fungus. 



It was pretty easy to identify and although it is not uncommon there seem to be very few records of it in our area 
on the National Biodiversity Network map, so I have recorded it on the iRecord website. 
 

 

The gall on Stinging Nettle by D. Hughes 
 
 

Conference 2019 
 

We had a great conference on 11th May, seeing new grades presented with their recognition and meeting our guest 
speakers. The day was very relaxed with displays to look at and field activities in the morning; then excellent talks 
in the afternoon on the theme of “Protecting our Marine Wildlife”. It is a great way to meet other branches and take 
part, please consider coming to the next one – you won’t be disappointed! 
 

 
Hon Chairman Steve on the left with Prof. Sarah Wanless, Dr. Tom Cameron, Maya Plass and Hon. President Roger Tabor 

Photo © Liz Artindale 
 



     
1-Official photo of the graded members at the afternoon Encaenia, and 2- Steve looking after Jack the Monkey (a prop used by Maya during her talk!) 

Photos 1- © Liz Artindale, 2- © Tom Thomas FBNA 

 
 

Seven go to the Seaside – Post Conference 
By Pauline Rutherford MBNA 

 
The National BNA Conference held at Forest School Epping is always a great day, however, this year it was extra 
special. This was Steve’s first conference as Hon. Chairman, and what a great job he did! 
 
It was a very tiring day as we had all set up the day before to ensure all the displays were in place ready for the 
delegates to look at. The actual day was a bit damp in the morning but everyone enjoyed themselves, especially 
meeting our guest speakers – Professor Sarah Wanless, Maya Plass and Dr Tom Cameron, who all gave fantastic 
talks in the afternoon on their subjects within Marine Conservation.  
Di was lucky enough to win a raffle prize – a beetle book written by a BNA member in Hertfordshire, we were all 
after this one! But she says we can share it!! 
 
After a leisurely breakfast on the Sunday “The Seven” (Catherine, Mark, Roy, Di, Dennis, Steve and I) set off for a 
well-deserved rest in Brightlingsea. The weather was very kind to us for our whole stay – sunny and warm – 
perfect for the invertebrates. 
 
When we arrived in Brightlingsea we had arrange to meet at the Salt Marsh – a specialty of Roger Tabor (who lives 
in the area). Of course, in the true South Yorks way, it took us ages to get there as a short hedgerow on the way, 
held our attention for over an hour keeping us busy identifying hoverflies, bees, bugs and flowers! Mark got very 
excited as he found both “spotty-face” hoverflies – Eristalinus aeneus and Eristalinus sepulchralis. The first one is 
found in saltmarsh habitat and the second is more common, both are similar in appearance as dark hoverflies with 
spotted eyes, with E. aeneus being slightly bigger and E. sepulchralis having longitudinal stripes on the thorax. 
Other species holding our attention here were a few nomad bees and a woundwort shield bug. Roger came into his 
own by explaining all about the saltmarsh plants, like English Scurvy grass – with small white flowers and rich in 
vitamin C, and Sea Purslane – which Roger got Di and Dennis to taste, and was quite salty. There were many 
discarded crab shells and Roger told them it’s because the outer shell doesn’t grow with the crab so they shed 
them. Roger also explained about the oysters – native oysters are flat and round whereas rock oysters are bigger 
and ‘boot’ shaped. 
 



      
                                                 Wilkes Mining Bee Andrena wilkella                                                      Woundwort Shield Bug Eysarcoris venustissimus 

By S. Rutherford 

 
By now the day was getting on and we had promised Roy a visit to his favourite pub – The Railway Tavern for a 
pint or six so we made tracks to check in to our rooms. 
 
The next day was a visit to the sea wall, another great coastal habitat. Once again, we got held up for ages at the 
start of the wall, as we listened and watched Whitethroat, Sedge Warbler, Reed Warbler and Skylark over the reeds 
and grazing marshes. We did manage to progress at some point with Steve and Roy taking the lower path whilst Di, 
Dennis and I took the top path and watched Curlew and Little Egret feeding as the tide went out; the boys followed 
the butterflies – Orange-tip, Common Blue and Red Admiral flitting around the flowers in the grass and a pair of 
Cranefly. By this time Catherine, Mark had caught us up with Roger and Liz, and they and Roy carried on to 
Moverons Farm, an area studied and researched by Tim Gardener and Ted Benton as it is a habitat for Shrill Carder 
bees; whilst Steve, Di, Dennis and I headed back to town for lunch then went on to the Lozenge – a community 
nature reserve which is an excellent area for invertebrates.  
 

       
                                        Cranefly – Tipula vernalis                                                                                            Little Egret – Egretta garzetta 

By S. Rutherford 
 

Of course, we got side tracked again by the hedgerow leading to the Lozenge with identifying more bugs and 
spiders on the brambles and cow parsley. We all heard our first cuckoo of the year here, that’s always a sign of 
spring for me! And I was quite chuffed with myself by identifying two yellow crab spiders (Roy’s specialty but he 
wasn’t there was he? Typical never there when he’s needed!!) The two spiders - Xysticus ulmi and Philodromus 
cespitum are quite similar in appearance but X. ulmi has a distinctive cross band and P. cespitum has ‘chevron’ 
markings on the body. We also found bees, butterflies and damselflies along this hedgerow too, and Di stopped for 
ages looking at one part which had so many dock bugs on it she was fascinated!  
 
 



   
Two crab spiders – Xysticus ulmi and Philodromus cespitum 

By P. Rutherford 

 
Another tiring day so we returned to our rooms to identify our list of species. 
 
The next day was a visit to a new area for us – Cockaynes Wood, only about ten minutes’ drive from Brightlingsea, 
and we had arranged to meet the others there. We arrived first and headed down to – yes, another hedgerow!! This 
one was full of damselflies, bees, and butterflies. The wood is a hot spot for Nightingale and we got to hear the 
distinctive call – a “krrr krrr krrr” sound. This bird is known for its beautiful melodious song especially at night, but 
as this was the middle of the day, we didn’t hear its song only the call! It was another excellent habitat for the 
insects, especially damselflies with azure and large red everywhere and Mark got another new hoverfly for his list 
(I think it’s 83 species now! Quite impressive!) Something special for Di, she saw her first Green Hairstreak 
butterfly, but it was too far away to photograph, shame! 
 

    
Large Red and Azure Damselfly by S. Rutherford 

 
We did eventually move on and after lunch went to what Catherine calls the “Bee Bank”! which is a gravelly, sandy 
area great for bees (obviously!) the area looked bare and barren but when you look closely there were tiny flowers  
 
such as Scarlet Pimpernel Anagallis arvensis and a new one for me – Least-yellow Sorrel Oxalis exilis. I also found 
another spider to identify, a wolf spider – Pardosa lugubris – while Roy was busy eating his lunch!! We left Mark, 



Catherine and Roy here and headed back to find a nice cup of tea, arranging to meet up later for fish & chips! Then 
on to the pub for quiz night! Where Di got lucky again with the quiz winning a bottle of wine! 
 

     
The delicate tiny flowers of Scarlet Pimpernel and Least Yellow-sorrel 

By S. Rutherford 

 

    
Roy eating his lunch (disappointed because he couldn’t get Coronation Chicken sandwiches!)                         wolf spider – Pardosa lugubris 

By S. Rutherford 

 
It was over all too soon and time to head back to Yorkshire refreshed and rested after our holiday, and ready to 
identify all the photographs we had taken! But Brightlingsea is becoming a favourite BNA place so no doubt we will 
return in the not too distant future! 
 

One fine Sunday in June 
A report on Thorp Perrow Arboretum Field Trip on 2nd June 2019 

By David Hughes 
 

One of the first challenges faced by any budding amateur naturalist is classification. There are so many species 
even in the limited biodiversity of our islands that we need to be able to put things into broad groups to have any 
hope of identifying them. When we are watching birds, we are not sure about, it helps if we can say they are corvids 
(the crow family) for example and then narrow down from there. The more we get into natural history the more 
we can narrow down. Once upon a time I would have been happy to identify a swallow. Now I need to know if it is 
house martin, sand martin, swift or barn swallow. 
That takes us to our field trip to Thorp Perrow Arboretum where there were three groups of naturalists – the 
botanists, the entomologists and the arborists. Those of you who were on the trip will probably be able to do the 
narrowing down and identify the individual members of the groups. Of course, as naturalists we are interested in 



so much more the just ID. We want to understand their behaviour and relationship but before we go too far down 
that route let’s get back to the birds and the bees and the other things we saw on our trip. 
 
While I was with the entomologists, we saw some wonderful insects that I could easily have overlooked. My 
favourites were the Hairy Shieldbugs and Cionus* weevils on the herbaceous borders near the entrance. Even I can 
now recognise marmalade hoverfly and the lovely Orange tipped mining bee. Most of our ornamental herbaceous 
plants are introductions or even horticultural inventions and yet these native insects seem to love them. Our focus 
on wildlife gardening sometimes ignores the very real value of some introductions and highly bred garden plants. 
Our wildlife doesn’t look at the immigration status of its food just how good it is to eat – a bit like us! 
 

 
“Cionus” Figwort Weevils © WeevilRS Twitter Site 

Cionus Weevils are known as ‘Figwort Weevils’, they are heavily patterned in grey and black with broad shoulders. 
 

 

    
                                                 Hairy Shield Bug by D. Hughes                                                                              Marmalade Hoverfly by S. Rutherford 
 

One thing that puts many of us off studying some animal and plant groups is the lack of common names. Despite 
their drawbacks for us amateurs they do provide a good way in. Mark interest in hoverflies has been helpful in 
showing us the common names but sometimes even he must resort to the Latin. The one that caught his attention 
was Melliscaeva auricollis. While we were looking at another hoverfly that was interested in a group of whitefly 
Catherine pointed to a piece of interesting insect behaviour. Apparently female hoverflies can detect if an aphid 
colony is young or old and only lay their eggs in new colonies which will be around long enough to act as food for 
the hoverfly larvae! 



 
Not far into the woodland we came across a tree bee nest with a buff tail queen bee digging a hole in the ground 
nearby. Catherine said that buff tail bees rarely dig their own hole but prefer to use other vacant holes in the 
ground. The tree bees were very active at the base of a larch tree with quite a pile of wood dust outside their nest 
and a guard bee staunchly manning its sentry post.  
 
The gold banded long horned moth we found outside the bothy was my favourite spot of the day. Its name is its 
description, but it hardly does justice to the length of its antennae which were 3 times the length of the body! They 
look so cumbersome so they must have real value to justify their size. 
 

    
                                 Gold Banded Long-horned Moth by D. Hughes                                         Common Blue Damselfly by S. Rutherford 

 
A nice crop of insects around the irises by the lakeside rounded off my tally for the day. They included common 
damselfly, blue tailed damselfly, duck snouted fly, conopid fly,7 spot ladybird and shiny flower beetle. The 
conopids are also known as the thick-headed flies. I am not sure if that is a comment on their anatomy or their 
intellect! 
 

   
                                                  Bugle or Ajuga? By P. Rutherford                                                                          Purple Toothwort by D. Hughes 
 

My plant list is shorter because I was bit more selective in what took my interest, but one group illustrates my 
point about making a general identification and then probing a bit deeper. With Mike and Moira, we found a 
number of speedwells which are pretty straightforward to roughly identify. The f un bit was going beyond that to 
work out that we saw wood, germander and thyme leaved speedwell. Some people are put off going to that next 
stage by thinking they must use a key. While a key is a big help with some of the bigger groups of plants it’s not too 
difficult using the descriptions in a keyless guide like Blamey and Fitter to get right down to species level. Another 
“difficult” group are the umbellifers and while it is true that some of them can be hard to distinguish, we found 
pignut, Queen Anne’s Lace and hogweed (not the giant sort) without too much effort.  
 



One of the problems with looking at plants in a garden or arboretum is distinguishing the garden plants from the 
wild ones. Sometimes our garden plants are just highly bred version of a wild species with a garden name. I don’t 
know how many conversations we had like “Its ajuga”, “No its bugle” to discover one is the gardeners name and the 
other is the wild species name. Similar garden vs wild issues arose with skunk cabbage (introduced but now 
invasive in the wild), wood avens (a common wild plant but also highly bred for gardens as Geums) and bistort (a 
wild plant with lots of different garden names and varieties).  
 
The botanical star of the show was the Purple Toothwort Roy showed us. It was in full flower and very extensively 
parasitizing the roots of a beech tree. Considering it has no chlorophyll it was surprisingly attractive. 
 
As we were in an arboretum Steve was focused on trees where once again there is quite an issue about what 
constitutes native trees and what are introduced. There were several very interesting species of non-native oak 
and it would be interesting to know how well they are used by other wildlife commonly associated with our native 
oaks. Our own sessile and pedunculate oak are renowned for the biodiversity they support. Presumably the most 
adaptable species can make the transition to close relatives like the turkey oak but others struggle.  
 

 
Moth Wings – courtesy of Sherlock Holmes! By P. Rutherford 

 

My favourite memory from our previous trip to Thorp Perrow was the wasp that landed on someone’s back in the 
café which led to a flurry of nets, jars and ID attempts while the rest of the customers were rushing to get out of the 
way! Once again, my most memorable moment involved food. This time it was lunch in the Bothy. Steve spotted the 
wings from some yellow underwing moths. The absence of the bodies led him to the conclusion that they had been 
taken by bats which discard the wings as they have little food value and eat the fat bodies which contain all the 
protein. Given the size of the yellow underwing he concluded that it must have been one of the larger bats probably 
the brown long eared, – Sherlock Holmes of the BNA! 
 
An excellent day and thanks to Pauline for organizing the bus. 
 

 
View from a Comfy Chair 

From the Chairman 
 
Summer is on its way and we shall, again be at the Wentworth Gardens every Monday through the school holidays 
to encourage children to look under logs and stones, sweep through the grass and search through the hedges for 
creepy crawlies. Just to update you all on the long grass area, the slow worms are looking good with an adult male 



and two adult females showing regularly and almost constant sightings of two young slows under the mats. Thanks 
again to the team for your help and skills. 
 
The team of Registered Naturalists’ (MBNA’s) have been working hard again this last couple of months with Kevin 
helping me count great crested newts at Wentworth Gardens as part of my license; 54 GCN, we didn’t count the 
smooth and palmate as we would have needed an abacus, Roy discovered a fly in our ongoing survey of Thorpe 
Hesley Churchyard that is classed as rare/under recorded and Di found a fly at Wentworth Woodhouse that may be 
a first for South Yorkshire. While Mark has been continuing his studies of hoverflies with his number of records at 
85 species to date. It was fun being with him as he found both species of “spotty-eyed” at Brightlingsea (how many 
times will Mark say “Oh my goodness” before he can get out that he had them both in separate pots; this is the next 
level up from “Oh, hello”)!    
 
The BNA website has some new products showing that will appeal to the Naturalist so take a look and please help 
to promote the site. The prices have been kept low at almost pocket money prices but we hope that the quality will 
be satisfactory, so take a look and dig into your pockets for some change. Details of the new products are on the 
back page of this newsletter.    
 
 

Natural History of the Central Highlands of Scotland  
– a novice’s experience 

By Jean Panniker 
 
One Friday in mid-June Richard and I joined ten other members for a week at Boat of Garten in the Cairngorms. 
There was some debate as to whether this trip should be described as a ‘holiday’ or a ‘course’, but for me it was a 
wonderful introduction to the diverse natural history of the Cairngorms. 
 

 
Our Base for the week ©Alba Highland Cottages 

 
We were very comfortably accommodated in two adjacent cottages on the edge of woodlands. Large patio 
windows opened out from the open plan kitchen onto a decking area and the nearby tree was strewn with feeders. 
We were soon spotting a variety of woodland birds and I had my first sighting of a red squirrel as it came down to 
feed.  
 
After a delicious buffet meal at La Taverna, an Italian restaurant in Aviemore, some of us walked up the path 
behind the cottages to view a beautiful sunset, catch our first view of red deer and see woodcock roding above the 
trees at dusk.  



    
Jean’s Red Squirrel! By R. Panniker, and Red Throated Diver by S. Rutherford 

 
On Saturday we set off to Lochindorb, to explore the moorland. En route I noticed a large bird soaring over the 
hilltop and, thanks to our panel of experts, it was identified as a golden eagle - what an exciting start!  
 
On the dry moors Pauline introduced me to an array of wild flowers including tormentil, heath milkwort, 
moonwort, mountain everlasting, marsh lousewort and heath bedstraw. We also found examples of the three types 
of heather; ling, bell and cross leafed. 
We then moved to a boggier area and saw bog myrtle, great sundew (an insectivorous plant) and common 
butterwort.  
 
Although there weren’t many birds flying around, we did see redshank, common sandpiper, red grouse, reed 
bunting and curlews. However, the highlight of the day was moving on to see a breeding pair of red throated 
divers. We all had a wonderful view of their slim, tapered bill with a slight upturn, their striped grey nape and flash 
of dark red at their throat. 
Soon after we visited a breeding colony of common gulls - somewhat confusingly these ‘seagulls’ are neither 
common nor were we near the sea!  
 
Moving on to Dulcie Bridge for lunch we sat in an area of aspen woodland and Steve explained how all the trees 
will have originated from a single tree. He pointed out a roll leaf weevil on one of the leaves. Pauline showed us the 
amazing selection of lichen to be found on the nearby rocks, wooden fencing and tree barks. This was a whole new 
world for me and began to make a lot more sense when Pauline gave us an excellent teaching on lichen later in the 
evening. By the end of the day my head was full of new information - and this was only day one! 
 

         
Lichen on Aspen at Dulsie Bridge and Moss Campion near the Ancient packhorse Bridge at Carrbridge Photos by R. Panniker 



 

Sunday saw us heading to Carrbridge woods for a walk led by Kevin and Rachel. We hoped we might be lucky 
enough to see crested tits in this fine pine forest and although we spotted coal tit, great tit, blue tit, siskin and 
greater spotted woodpecker the ‘crestie’ eluded us. Undeterred, we stopped for coffee and cake in a cafe in the 
village having seen the rare moss campion growing around the historic packhorse bridge. 
 
Moving on to Cairngorm several alpine flowers were pointed out to me, including alpine lady’s mantle, alpine 
sorrel, mountain avens and the very rare lesser twayblade. At the visitors centre we sheltered in the cafe as a heavy 
shower passed over and soon after saw a pair of ring ouzel collecting food for their brood. 
 
Our third day saw us heading to Dell Woods, a regenerating woodland area on the outskirts of Nethy Bridge. Here I 
was introduced to bilberry, cowberry and juniper and how to recognise them. We again saw plenty of woodland 
birds including willow warbler and spotted flycatcher. Many of the group are really adept at spotting and catching 
insects so I had fine views of a green tiger beetle (with striking markings on the back of their abdomen), striped 
millipede, violet dor beetle and two spider hunting wasps. As we emerged from the woods Catherine pointed out a 
painted lady butterfly feeding on phlox and then a narrow-bordered bee moth - very impressive and a first for 
Catherine! 
 

      
Green tiger beetle and narrow bordered bee hawk moth photos by S. Rutherford 

 
Our packed lunch was enjoyed in the village, sitting on picnic tables by the river. By this time the weather was 
beginning to deteriorate and although we had a lovely walk by the river, we eventually decided to cut this short as 
the showers became more persistent. By then I had been introduced to yet more new wild flowers including 
germander speedwell, greater stitchwort, pignut, leopard’s bane, pink purslane and wood sorrel. 
On Tuesday we headed to Glen Feshie and had a lovely walk by Uath Lochans. Sadly, the weather was overcast so 
the ‘dragons and damsels’ were not out in force, however Mark pointed out two hoverflies - Baccha elongata and 
Melanstoma scalare (chequered). Crossing a boardwalk, we came across bog loving plants including bog myrtle 
(with very aromatic leaves when crushed), round sundew (along with several captured flies), marsh cinquefoil and 
chickweed wintergreen (which is neither a chickweed nor a wintergreen but belongs to the primula family!) 
Catherine was pleased to see an oak eggar moth (Lasiocampa quercus) which had just emerged and Mark manage 
to spot a duck billed hoverfly (Anasimya lineata) and a Sphaerophoria interrupta hoverfly. Returning to the car with 
Richard, Mark and Chris I was just reflecting on all we’d seen when Mark paused having recognised the call of a 
crossbill. Imagine our delight when he pointed out a male and female perched on a branch opposite. We watched in 
wonder as they continued to flit between a couple of trees right in front of us, feeding on the pine cones and even 
seemed to pose for Richard as he photographed them! 
 



     
Newly emerged Oak Eggar moth (drying its wings) by P. Rutherford Crossbill by R. Panniker 

 
After a picnic by the lochan we took a path up into the forest in search of ‘cresties’. Our expert scouting team 
managed to give us several brief encounters but unfortunately all I managed to see were very brief glimpses and I 
really couldn’t say I could distinguish them from a blue or coal tit! However, the view from the top of the hill, 
Farleiter Crag, was lovely and we had Kevin’s famous BBQ in the evening - which was delicious. Later we tried to 
identify moths caught in the moth traps Steve had put out the previous night. After much debate and comparison 
with the reference books we decided they were; scalloped hazel, beautiful brocade, mottled beauty and brown 
rustic. Finally, I provided Chris with a cure for her hiccoughs - unfortunately I don’t think she’ll be asking for my 
help again!! 
 
Wednesday was orchid day at Insh Marshes. Pauline explained that they were late coming into flower this year due 
to the recent poor weather, however she managed to find us lesser butterfly, northern marsh and fragrant orchids 
beside the road. We then went to the RSPB reserve at Insh Marshes. We had a lovely walk through heathland and 
woodland. We saw many of the lovely wild flowers seen earlier in the week but also common wintergreen (which 
is a northern species of this family), violets and rock rose. We also saw several insects including green sawfly 
(Rhogogaster viridis), soldier beetle and chimney sweeper moth. We finally came to Tromie Meadow, beside a river 
where the orchids were in far greater numbers and added heath spotted orchids to our list of sightings. After 
sheltering under trees from a heavy shower we had a lovely walk back to the car through heathland.  
 

    
Heath Spotted Orchid by R. Panniker, Common Wintergreen by S. Rutherford 

 

During the evening we had ‘The Quiz’ - carefully prepared and beautifully printed by Pauline. I’m glad to say I was 
in the newcomer’s group as the members who had been before had a significantly more challenging quiz. The 
winners from each group were presented with a lens cleaning cloth, complete with BNA logo which, as Pauline 
pointed out (several times) are still available on the BNA website! 



 
Our last day saw us heading to Garten woods. Here we saw a breeding pair of golden eye on Loch Malachie. 
Typically, these ducks make their nests in holes in trees near the lochs and the newly hatched ducklings drop down 
straight into the water below.  
This was another fine pine forest and here, at last, we had clear views of crested tits as the families flitted through 
the forest, thanks to the eagle eyes of our experienced team members.  
We had a very wet visit to Broomhill Bridge to watch sand martins skimming over the water and returning to their 
nests in the sandy riverbank; we also saw two dippers dipping. 
 
Mark, Catherine, Richard and I decided to head to a nearby boardwalk in search of ‘flies’ - butter, damsel and 
dragons. As the sun reappeared, we were thrilled to see some fine examples; large red damselfly, four spotted 
chaser dragonflies (the flying cigar), the extremely rare northern damselfly and small pearl bordered fritillary. My 
enthusiasm was somewhat dampened by discovering I’d lost my notebook with all my carefully recorded lists and 
notes but, much to my delight, I found it unscathed at a place I’d visited earlier in the day. 
 

    
Four-spot Chaser by R. Panniker, Northern Blue damselfly by S. Rutherford  

 
That evening we all went out for a delicious meal at The Cairn Hotel, Carrbridge. As Mark thanked Steve and 
Pauline on behalf of us all, I reflected on what an amazing week it had been. I had seen and learnt so much and 
been so lucky to have shared the natural history of the Cairngorms with such a happy and friendly group of people. 
 
 

 

Coming up……. 
• August 10th, a visit to Carlton Marsh in Barnsley for a walk looking at flowers, birds and insects 
• September 14th, Bird Watching at North Cave, postponed from last year 
• October 13th, Potters Hole Wood looking for fungi 

 
Copy date for the next issue is 1st October 2019 please send me your contribution 
prutherford161@btinternet.com 
 
 
 
And remember to keep up to date with us on Social Media (you don’t need a personal account for this just 
enter the name in your search) 

Facebook –              BNA South Yorkshire     Twitter –   @syorksbna @BNAscience     
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New Products for sale in the BNA Shop 
 

Very reasonably priced items for the naturalist, please visit the BNA online shop to order them. 
 

 Lens Cleaning Cloth with BNA Logo - £2.99 
 

 Folding 10x magnifier - £4.99 
 

 Everbrite Mini Torch - £5.99 
 

 All Weather Notebook and Pencil - £4.99 
 

 Naturalists Gift Pack, includes all of the above - £15.95 save £3.01 
 
 


